ABSTRACT

In pop songs of tonal languages, researchers have found that the tones of lyrics characters and the melodies contours have similar patterns of motion. However, no large-scale quantitative analysis has been done to generalize the phenomenon. The current study explores the extent of relationship between lyrics and melodies quantitatively in a large dataset of pop songs written in Cantonese, a language with one of the richest tonal systems. To align the lyrics with corresponding melody, the singing voices are extracted from the polyphonic music tracks and automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems are applied to the singing voices to detect the lyrics content as well as character-wise timestamps. The transcribed lyrics are matched with true lyrics using Levenshtein distance and then further corrected to ensure the lyrics are precisely sung in each melody segment. Finally, the notes of the melody are extracted and compared with frequencies of generated speech to obtain quantitative relationship.

1. INTRODUCTION

Besides many similarities, there are also significant differences between music and language. The semantic structure of languages is much richer than music. There is no discriminative musical representation for even simple items such as an apple. On the other hand, if the features are restricted to signal properties of sound, music elements could be drawn in a larger spectrum than languages. While pitch information could define the content of the music such as melody contour and harmony, in spoken languages, the frequency of the sound is not usually directly contributing to the meaning of the words or sentences. Some languages have dialects with completely different pronunciations but using the same vocabulary and grammar [1]. However, in tonal language, the pitch information is essential. For example, in Cantonese, the same phoneme combination, fan, can be interpreted as different characters and have different meaning when pronounced at different tones pitches: 分 (fan1), 粉 (fan2), 訓 (fan3), 焚 (fan4). Since the pitch contour of sentences could distinguish the semantics of tonal languages, it is reasonable to hypothesize that a similar pitch pattern is also reflected in singing voices. In this paper, we are going to explore the relationship between the pitch motions of lyrics tones and melodies in songs with tonal languages, specifically Cantonese.

2. RELATED WORKS

The correspondence between lyrics and melodies has been studied before in Chinese. The earliest results in literature came in the 1980s. In 1987, Chan divided the Cantonese tone systems into three pitch categories and found significant correspondence in relative motion from six contemporary Cantonese songs [2]. In 1999, Jonathan Stock conducted a qualitative inspection on 7 excerpts of Beijing Opera. He concluded that Beijing Opera singers had the ability to plan melodic structures in a similar way as they executed the speech tones in the language traditions [3]. Ho looked closer into the songwriting process of Cantonese pop songs and found surprising results that native speakers could set appropriately matching text to melodies even without any musical training [4].

Despite significant melody-tone correspondence have been found in songs written in Chinese, all existing literature only provided qualitative analysis or small-scale quantitative analysis of very few samples. No large-scale quantitative analysis have been done in the domain. An obvious hurdle in front of researchers is the lack of large annotated datasets. In order to study the relationship between melodies and speech-tones, not only do we need the transcription of the pitch information of the songs, but the alignment between the lyrics characters and the melody notes is required. Although the past decade has witnessed significant progress in lyrics alignment and singing transcription [5–14], there are rarely any experiments in languages other than English. However, as seen in the musicology community, songs written in tonal languages in East Asia possess the tightest relationship between lyrics and music. In this paper, we attempt to use the current technology of speech processing to improve alignment results and quantify the relationship between lyrics and melodies in Cantonese pop songs in a semi-unsupervised method.

3. DATA

Around 750 Cantonese pop songs are used in the study. The original songs are extracted from the music streaming
software, Spotify. The vocal part of each song is extracted using the music production software, iZotope’s RX8. To further reduce the errors in later processes due to the extended durations of overtones that might cause overlapping voice content, reverberation reduction is applied on the separated vocal parts using RX8. The lyrics data are obtained from online karaoke websites such as kkbox.com. After listening and analyzing the sentence structures of the lyrics, we manually annotated the periods to help the segmentation process.

4. METHOD

To obtain valid conclusions of the relationship between lyrics and melody, the extracted notes should be estimating the real contours and the contours should be aligned with respect to the lyrical content. We propose the following procedures using characters as anchors to minimize the error due to imperfect results of note transcription and alignment. The complete pipeline of the procedures is summarized in Figure 1.

4.1 Alignment

We use the ASR system from the Kuai company to generate transcripts for each song. Inspired by [13], the transcripts are compared with the true lyrics to find unmatched regions using Levenshtein distance. If the unmatched regions are of the same length, wrong characters in the transcript will be replaced by the corresponding characters in the true lyrics. The matched regions are further segmented using the annotated periods as boundaries. The onset of the first character and offset of the last character in each sentence are used as time boundaries of each segment in the singing voices. The corresponding speech segment with the same sequence of characters is generated from Google’s TTS system.

4.2 Note extraction

PYin and Praat are used to extracted pitch estimations of the singing voices and speeches, respectively. Since there are pitch changes within some Cantonese tones, multiple notes are extracted for each character. Within the time interval of a character, we apply K-means on the pitch estimations to obtain the expected note frequencies. The standard Cantonese tone system labels each tone with two pitch levels so k is set to be 2. The centers are initialized with the boundary estimations and the iteration stops when the centers converge. Additionally, in order to avoid the effect of the variability of note ranges to the contour relationships, the notes frequencies are normalized to lie within $[0, 1]$.

4.3 Relationship measures

After lyrics alignment and note extraction, we obtain the same number of notes in each contour segment for both lyrics and melodies. The notes in the same position of two contours represent the same lyrical content. We use two types of similarity measures to analyze the note contours. First, for pairs of close notes, the frequency of similar motions across the two contours is calculated. Notes within characters and across adjacent characters are considered separately. Motions across multiple characters are also compared to capture long-term relationships.

Another quantitative measure for the relationship is cosine similarity of the note contours as vectors. To analyze the local behavior of the contours, we also used a modified version of cosine. A short window slides across the contours and we take the average of the cosine similarity calculated within all windows.

5. RESULTS

The current results are shown in Table 1. There are considerable similar motions both within and across characters. An interesting observation is the windowed cosine similarity is significantly higher, suggesting a tighter relationship between the contours at the local level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$f_i$</th>
<th>$f_c$</th>
<th>$cos$</th>
<th>$cos^+$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.681</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td>0.850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: different similarity measures between the melody and speech contours
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